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What Is the Root Cause of Alzheimer Disease?
The newest findings of American scientists
At the end of 2010 an important news attracted the attention of the medical
community and of many other people. Scientists from the USA discovered that the
Alzheimer disease occurs not because people produce excessive amounts of a
certain protein, but because they cannot discharge of it.
The results from a study conducted by a team from the George Washington
University in Saint Luis will help find an explanation for the accumulation of the
beta-amyloid plaques. Based on it the pharmaceutical companies are expected to
develop new efficient drugs.
People suffering from Alzheimer disease have 100 to 1000 times more amyloid in
their brain. Usually, this is beta-amyloid. Therefore, the scientists examined the
mechanism it was produced by and discharged from the brain of 12 healthy and 12
sick people.
There were not discovered differences in the level of the produced protein.
Nevertheless, the sick patients discharged the protein from their brain in a 30%
slower rate. This means that the disease starts at least 10 years before the
appearance of the first symptoms.
ABC Channel,USA
Our comment
THE ENDLESS DECEPTIONS OF MEDICINE
In connection with the NEWS FROM THE END OF 2010 I would like to bring to
mind several news on the same topic – about the etiology, origin, root cause of the
Alzheimer syndrome, already published in the ‘Lechitel’ newspaper A FEW
YEARS AGO:
I
‘The most significant, the most popular, the most crucial degenerative diseases
causing over 90% of human mortality in the world: diabetes, asthma, arthritis,
artrosis, fibromyaglia, heart failure, aterosclerosis, arrhythmias, infarct, stroke,
Hashimoto’s disease, scizophrenia, paranoia, chronic fatigue syndrome, Parkinson
disease, ALZHEIMER disease, MS, most of the so called autoimmune, skin, rare,
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some oncological and etc. ‘dieases’. Add to these: ALS (AMYOTROPHIC
LATERAL SCLEROSIS), tinnitus, systemic lupus erytematodes, sclerodermia,
anemias, allergies, myastenia gravis, Crohn’s disease, Peyronie’s disease, lymphomas
and so forth. This list for the time being includes some 127 diseases. They all
originate PRIMARILY from unrecognized infectious etiologic factors and mainly
from chronic Lyme disease (CLD).”
(From “Why Lyme Disease is the Greatest Health Problem of Humanity?”
– a report, delivered at the ‘Balkan Medical Congress’ in Varna on 28-30 September
2006, and published in the “Lechitel’ newspaper* – issue 40/2006, author: Atanas
TSONKOV.)
II
“I have grounds to maintain that I know the root causes of Alzheimer disease” (it
would be more accurate if for the time being this illness is referred to as a ‘syndrome’
and not as ‘a disease’!), and they are unknown to the conventional (academic)
medicine!...
The established by me method of complex diagnosing includes two original tests:
SIT (Symptomatic Integral Test) and LIT (Laboratory Indirect Test).
...The application of these two tests allows for adequate, etiological, and optimal
diagnosing and treating of millions of patients suffering from and dying of such
‘untreatable’ diseases as diabetes (all three forms), cardio-vascular problems, MS,
ALZHEIMER SYNDROME, fibromyalgia, rheumatoid polyarthritis, gout,
Parkinson syndrome, AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS (ALS),
schizophrenia, depressions, sight, hearing and/or thyroid gland problems, some
oncologic diseases such as Hodgkin’s disease and non-Hodgkin’s disease,
leukaemias, chronic fatigue syndrome..."
(“Is Bush Ill?” – ‘Lechitel’ newspaper, issue 35/2007, author Atanas TSONKOV.)
To this very day academic medicine has addressed the diagnoses in question as
idiopathic or only symptomatic – in other words of unknown root cause...
...As strange as it may seem for the present day ‘ABC book’ medical thinking, these
and many other diseases are being caused primarily by unidentified infectious
agents and in the first place by the CHRONIC LYME INFECTION, which is
deprived, on a global scale, of reliable, trustworthy, standardized tools of
diagnosing, except for the mentioned above SIT and LIT.
III
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Unknown facts about the Alzheimer Disease
First: In scientific medicine are cited dozens of risk factors for the inception of the
Alzheimer syndrome and of other similar pertaining to dementia conditions.
For the time being there has not been detected a generally accepted one and only
cause for the development of the ‘Alzheimer disease’. There are listed many
etiological root causes, such as heavy metals’ intoxication, mainly aluminum
(especially in case of hemodialisis), cranial traumas, hereditary genes etc.
In reality, all these assertions and findings are disputable and contradict each other,
being conditionally or relatively true. They expand in the sphere of hypotheses and
probabilities. These conclusions lead to the impotence of orthodox medicine to offer
efficient therapy to the suffering from Alzheimer patients.
Second: In 2005, aided by the established by him Complex Method for Optimal
Diagnosing, the Medical Consultant of ‘Lechitel’ newspaper Atanas TSONKOV
discovered that the condition specified as ‘Alzheimer disease’ (it is more correct to
say ‘Alzheimer Syndrome’), is caused most often by unidentified chronic infections
and chiefly by the Lyme bacterial infection Borrelia burgdorferi.
Third: Using the present day standard and generally accepted diagnostic tests (Elisa,
PCR, and Western Blot), the chronic Lyme infection is detected in only 1-2
percents, while Tsonkov’s method demonstrates its presence in over 90% of the
cases.
This also provides relevant opportunities for successful treatment of the
Alzheimer sufferers, at least in the first two stages of the disease. The treatment is
carried out without any synthetic medicines, which are useless and harmful in this
case.
Fourth: Through this message ‘Lechitel’ turns to the inquisitive Bulgarian
neurologists, psychiatrists and infectionists; to Mrs. Nancy Reagan, to the
American Ambassador to Bulgaria – His Excellency Ambassador John Byerly; as
well as to those who are in contact with the mentioned above people – please
cooperate in any way you can for the verification and eventual implementation of
Atanas Tsonkov’s diagnostic and therapeutic method in the health practice.
We think that these methods and the attempts to treat patients with Alzheimer disease
with stem cells do not contradict one another and can be combined to beneficially
supplement one another in some cases.
Healer Tsonkov is ready to share, free of charge, his findings with interested,
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competent and well-intentioned specialists. He is convinced that even now millions
of people in the world can be protected from or get rid off this terrible suffering.
Please look forward to the latest more comprehensive post on the topic.
Contact Atanas Tsonkov at (003592) 953-27-45 (consultations are free of charge!).
If you write to us, the address is: Sofia 1606, 24, ‘St. Ivan Rilski’ St, Entr. B, Office
5, e-mail:info@lechitel.bg Please enclose a copy of all your examinations and medical
specialist’s report (in cases of diagnoses such as Alzheimer, Parkinson, MS, ALS,
cortical atrophy, cerebrovascular disease, dementia, generalized atherosclerosis).”
“Lechitel”
(Published in the ‘Discussions, hypotheses, sensations’ column – ‘Lechitel’
newspaper, issue 34/23.08.2007)
IV
“In this country the people suffering from dementia are around 100 000, and of them
at least 50 000 suffer from the ALZHEIMER SYNDROME...
‘Lechitel’ has its own unique program for adequate (etiologic) diagnosing and
treatment of people affected by the Alzheimer syndrome (regretfully, conventional
medicine uses one, symptomatic only diagnosis!). Should Professor LUCHEZAR
TRAYKOV, neurologist, director of the ‘Alexandrovksa’ University Hospital,
specialist in Alzheimer’s disease shows interest in the said in this message, they
could write or contact us at phone (00359 2) 953-27-45. We offer cooperation and
free of charge consultation that would be beneficial primarily to the sick and their
relatives. (“ALZHEIMER” - “Lechitel” newspaper, issue 38/2009).
V
Please note, dear readers, that the American scientists have not determined the
cause of the amyloidal plaques that are assumed to cause... Alzheimer! These
scientists have only concluded that the illness occurs due to the inability of the body
to discharge itself of the plaques.
The scientists are planning to yet find ‘an explanation for the accumulation of betaamyloidal plaques’, and based on this inexistent now ‘explanation’, pharmacy is to
develop new effective drugs (?!).
For the time being, the American ‘discoverers’ pick on the surface of the problem and
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following the most popular an barren trend in present day mainstream medical
science, they study not the root causes of this catastrophic illness, but rather their
effects, signs and symptoms.
In reality, the primary etiological factors for the formation of beta-amyloidal
plaques can be detected, determined and attacked adequately a lot earlier – some 1020-30-40 and more years (!) before the plaques strike the brain cells and the
visible symptoms of Alzheimer appear.
AND THESE PLAQUES ARE MOST OFTEN CAUSED BY CHRONIC
INFECTIONS AND MAINLY BY THE CHRONIC LYME INFECTION, as we
have repeatedly written about this in the ‘Lechitel’ newspaper – in more details and
more truthfully than in any other medical edition in the world!
Regretfully, the American researchers and their Bulgarian colleagues obviously do
not read the ‘Lechitel’ newspaper or are led by unknown, yet obviously non-medical
considerations, in order not to take the most selflessly extended to them hand.
Nor is there noticed any attempt to refute my substantiated allegations...?! It seems
the health of the Alzheimer patients is not their most important goal! And they go on
practicing ‘science’ for the sake of ‘science’ or for the sake of something else that is
very far from medicine...
Atanas TSONKOV
Medical Consultant of the ‘Lechitel’ newspaper
* Please note that the meaning of ‘Lechitel’ is healer.
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